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Overview

- Background for TRLN and Licensing Principles
- Pressure points influencing change
- Review of latest revisions to principles
- How these latest revisions are applied at the local institutional level
Triangle Research Libraries Network (TRLN) - Background

- Regional Consortium
- Membership: UNC-CH, Duke, NCCU, NCSU
- Collaborative collection building, licensing,
- Role of TRLN Electronic Resources Committee
Principled Licensing

- Flexibility to manage collections
- Control over costs and subscriptions
- Fair use rights, archival access
- Summary of benefits
Pressure points

- Ebooks: Beyond Print
- Evolution in scholarly communication – Open Access
- Realizing the benefits of electronic
Revisions: Ebooks

- Purchasing model language for ebooks
- Pricing principles for new editions
- Ability to choose from publisher-supported platforms for delivery of content
- Consistent across publisher-supported platforms
Revisions: Use of content

- Scholarly sharing language
- Language about non-commercial academic use for all materials
- Privacy restrictions
Revisions: Advantages of ‘E’ – Re-conceptualizing acceptable use

- DRM-free and downloading to mobile devices
- Text-mining
- Retaining e-access while materials are on loan
Revisions: Open Access

The right to post to IRs

Author pays language (preventing double-dipping)
Revision: Management data

- Language requiring the provision of clear title lists
- Sharing Usage Data within the consortium
- Added Portico/LOCKSS language (A6)
Where the rubber meets the road…
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